M.App eX is a fully-featured geospatial analytics platform operating in the cloud. This enterprise solution gives customers and partners an extensive platform to deliver innovative geospatial solutions that meet today’s critical mission requirements. The rich M.App eX web-based client allows all users to create and share information across the enterprise. M.App eX manages all of your geospatial data and provides tools to capture geospatial tradecraft and share it as dynamic services across the enterprise.

M.App eX includes the top features that users of geospatial data require for viewing, analyzing, and reporting geospatial information. It offers simplified data access, defense workflows, and on-premises (private cloud) or public cloud hosting to provide centralized storage and computation. All software is consolidated in one place, greatly simplifying version management and control. The rich web-based client runs in modern browsers on any device, such as desktop computers, tablets, and other mobile devices.

M.App eX FEATURES INCLUDE:

Smart Data Management
Use Shoeboxes to manage and organize data such as images, terrains, annotations, feature sets, and stereo pairs. A Shoebox is a list of all the working data associated with your open project or projects. The data can be organized by specific groups or images, and can be focused on accomplishing a task.

Rich Geoprocesses
Generate line of sight, terrain profiles, change detection, helicopter landing zones, reduced resolution image sets (RSETs), extract features, edge match, and many more with our rich set of geoprocesses.

• **Build** rich imagery and geospatial analyst workflows
• **Easily configure** powerful geospatial web processes for handling remote sensing, image processing, photogrammetry, and GIS requirements
• **Fast image display and enhancement** in image space, map space and stereo when combined with our electronic light table product WebGLT
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